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At long last! Bloom County returns, page 2.

THE BG NEWS

Vol. 68 Issue 101

Bowling Green, Ohio

Tuesday, April 1,1986

Student arrested for 2nd sex offense
by Valerie Ciptak
staff reporter

A University graduate student found
guilty in December of importuning was
arrested on a charge of the same
offense the Thursday before break.
Jamie Ruggiero, 723 Third St. Apt. C,
is being charged in connection with
soliciting a University officer in University Hall March 20.
He is also being charged with violating his one year probation, which stipulated he not be charged with any other
sex offenses.
Campus Officers Bill Lathem and
Chuck Lewis were on foot patrol when

they walked into the building to use the
restroom. Lewis reportedly went into
the first floor men s room and came
out. Lathem then went in and sat in the
third stall from the door.
A PERSON in the next stall, later
identified as Ruggiero, allegedly began
tapping his foot on the floor. When
Lathem tapped his foot back Ruggiero
reportedly passed Lathem a note written on toilet paper and rolled around a
pen. Lathem returned a message. In a
series of notes that followed, Ruggiero
allegedly propositioned Lathem with
specific sexual acts.
Lathem identified himself as a police

he was leaving.
After Lipton left, Lewis and Lathem
waited outside the apartment until
Ruggiero walked out about five minuteslater.
Lipton was arrested March 27 for
obstructing official business and justice.
Police reports show similarities between the August incident Ruggiero
confessed to and the recent allegations.
In the August incident, Officer Dan
Adams reported Ruggiero passed sexual notes to him under a stall in the
first floor restroom and asked him to
meet him on the second floor of the
building.

on the door of Ruggiero's apartment
and after hearing Ruggiero answer,
identified themselves.
The officers alleged that another
person began telling them through the
door that Ruggiero was not there and
that he did not know where he was.
Lewis told the man that because he
dealt with Ruggiero before, he knew
the first voice was his.
The police report stated Lewis
warned Ruggiero's roommate, Jeffrey
Lipton, that denying Ruggiero's presence is an obstruction ofofficial business and justice.
Lipton reportedly told the officers
again Ruggiero was not there, and that

officer and escorted him out of the
restroom to Lewis.
Ruggiero was then arrested for importuning and released on his own
In December Ruggerio pleaded no
contest to importuning charges and
was assessed a fine of $375 plus court
costs and put on one year probation
with no sex offenses by Bowling Green
Municipal Judge James Bachmun.
The court put out a warrant March 21
for Ruggerio to face charges of violating his probation and Lewis and Lathem went to summons him that day.
THE OFFICERS reportedly knocked

Mexican
airliner
crashes

Official
charged in
sex crimes

166 passengers
killed on impact

by Patricia Rttter
staff reporter

A University assistant director of placement pleaded not
guilty to gross sexual imposition
and corruption of a minor yesterday in an arraignment at
Wood County Common Pleas
Court.

MORELIA, Mexico (AP) - A
Mexicana Airline jet carrying
166 people crashed into a mountain in central Mexico yesterday
shortly after leaving Mexico
City for two Pacific resorts and
Los Angeles, and all aboard
were killed, the airline said.
The Boeing 727 went down
about 90 miles northwest of Mexico City, near Maravatio.
It was the worst air disaster
since a chartered DC-8 with a
crew of eight that was carrying
248 U.S. servicemen home for
Christmas from the Middle East
crashed just after takeoff from
Gander, Newfoundland, on Dec.
12, and all perished.
"Unfortunately, there are no
survivors" among the 158 passengers and eight crew members, Mexicana spokesman
Fernando Martinez Cortes told
reporters. He said Federal Highway Police were the first to
arrive at the scene and reported
all those aboard apparently
were killed on impact.
"A little more than halfway up
the mountain you could see a
?lume of smoke, white smoke.
ou could distinctly see the
plume of white smoke and several small fires around it," said
Associated Press correspondent
Isaac Levi, who flew near the
site in a chartered aircraft.
THE AIRPORT at Morelia,
the capital of Michoacan state,
made arrangements to receive
the bodies. One hangar was being prepared as a makeshift
morgue, and airline officials requested lime, bags and other
emergency supplies from Mexico City.
U.S. Embassy spokesman
Vince Hovanec said airline officials reported 25 non-Hispanic
surnames were on the passenger
list, but the manifest did not list
citizenship. "We have no way of
knowing now if there are any
Americans aboard," Hovanec
said.

Jerry Richardson, 41, of 221
W. Merry St., will appear at a
pre-trial conference April 18 before Judge Gale Williamson.
Richardson has been released
on his own recognizance until
then.
Richardson was indicted by a
grand jury March 19.
Court records state Richardson had sexual contact with a 13year-old boy in May 1981. In a
separate instance, in December
1984 he allegedly engaged in
fellatio with a different minor.
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Savage tan
Kris Rynearson. freshman undecided major, gets ready to work on

her tan in the courtyard behind Founders Quadrangle.

Gross sexual imposition and
corruption of a minor are third
degree felonies. If convicted,
Richardson could face a maximum penalty of 10 years in
prison and a $5,000 fine for each
charge.
Richardson, a 1966 University
graduate, started working at the
University in 1967 as a statistical
clerk in the campus planning
office. In 1970, he joined the
University's administrative
staff as assistant director of
placement.

Summit rejection called 'lost opportunity
WASHINGTON (AP) - Former American arms control negotiators expressed
regret yesterday at President Reagan's
rejection of a U.S.-Soviet summit meeting to ban nuclear weapons tests, calling
it a lost opportunity to curb the arms
race.
While none of these analysts was surprised by Reagan's rebuff of Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev's proposal,
they were virtually unanimous in characterizing the president's action as a setback and in saying it broke a long-term
commitment with the Russians.

Rep. Les Aspin, chairman of the House
Armed Services Committee, said of administration officials, "They are rejecting something that's worth pursuing."
And a Soviet official visiting here said
Gorbachev will not be deterred in offering proposals to challenge the Reagan
administration to slow the nuclear weapons competition.
"We will be coming up with other
initiatives," said Sergei Plekhanov, a
department head at the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences. He said that will happen "not because we have been painted

into a corner and forced to be nice" but
because "there's no other way."
ENTERING THE minority view of
U.S. analysts now prominent in the private arms control community, James
Hackett, former acting director of the
U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency, said new U.S. weapons tests
were ''absolutely essential to maintain
the integrity" of the American nuclear
deterrence.
Hackett, now an official of the Heritage
Foundation, a conservative research
group, said it was the only way to assure

warheads were not deterioriating and
likely to malfunction.
The United States found after ending a
moratorium 20 years ago that several of
its warheads, including the W-52 tactical
ballistic missile, "didn't work at all" and
had to be replaced. "It's like recalling a
car with faulty brakes," Hackett said.
But four former U.S. officials and negotiators. Paul Warnke, Spurgeon Keeny,
Gerard Smith and John B. Rhinelander
said in separate interviews that Reagan
was wrong to reject Gorbachev's invitation to hold a summit."

Policeman begins new job
by MeUua McGilllvray
staff reporter

He may be younger than some
students, but this young man has
the authority to do anything
from making arrests to getting
keys out of locked cars.

BG News/ Jim Sakoia

University patrolman Tim James

At 21, Tim James is the newest
and youngest member of the
University police force. He was
hired last week to fill the second
of two patrolmen jobs opened at
the beginning of the semester.
If 21 sounds like a young age
for a patrolman, 20 may sound
even younger for a police chief.
James began police work at
age 18 in his hometown of
Bradner. Ohio, and became
chief after two years.

He said he believes his young
age will be an advantage in
dealing with college students'
problems.
"I'm going to try to be understanding and sympathetic to
their problems," he said. I just
graduated from a technical college so I'm very familiar with
students problems, which are
very real.
TAKING A step down from
police chief to patrolman doesn't
bother James, who said the pay
is better in Bowline Green than
in Bradner, from where he commutes 15 miles each day. Being
able to help more people also
appeals to him
Bradner, a community of

about 1,250, often did not need
police protection, he said.
"Sometimes there was nothing at all going on," he said
James has lived in Bradner all
his life, and became an auxiliary
policeman right after high
school.
^
Sometimes this caused problems with people who knew aha
while he was growing un to
said.
"Every once in a while I'd run
into a conflict - people an
remind me of some of the in
stupid things I did whtT 1Fm
younger," he said.
JAMES IS not
dents here will i
he says he has
• dDerP!

Editorial
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Premium prices
The cost of obtaining liability insurance is skyrocketing. People in professions requiring such
insurance, such as physicians, local governments
and children's day care workers are either increasing their fees or going out of business because of
elevated premiums.
Something needs to be done in both the insurance
industry and the judicial system before the rising
premiums result in higher prices and fewer new
businesses for consumers.
The problem is being linked to insurance industry
losses caused by overpriced coverage sold during
the 1970s.
A Reagan administration task force has released
a report aimed at curtailing the cost of insurance
premiums and the outrageously high damage
claims being awarded by the courts.
The task lorce called for a $100,000 maximum
limit on awards for noneconomic damages such as
"pain and suffering," and suggested punitive damages also be included in this ceiling.
The report states that the expanding legal definition of liability by judges, juries and legislators
has required professionals, such as doctors, and
many businesses to compensate injured people
more readily and in greater amounts than before.
Many doctors have given up practicing medicine
because of the threat of phenomenal liability lawsuits.
Higher awards have pushed up premiums and in
some cases insurance is not available, causing a
sharp curtailment in various services.
The group also called for limits on attorneys'
contingent tees in which lawyers take on a case in
return for a percentage of the award, if there is one.
Such a move would slow down lawsuit-hungry
lawyers.
A move to bring liability insurance premiums
down and temper the claims awarded by the courts
can only serve to help the consumer by making the
market for businesses who require such insurance
more open.

Libya handy outlet for Reagan
After contra aid defeat in House, he needed to hit something
by Mike Royko
The late Mayor Richard J.
Daley of Chicago used to say
that after he lost an election
early in his career, his mother
boosted his gloomy spirits with
these words: "The good Lord
never closes one window without
opening another."
And now true that was. After
failing to be elected sheriff, Daley kept plugging along and
eventually became mayor and a
legend in his own time.
Now we see another example
of how dramatically fortunes
can be reversed, how after one
window closes, another suddenly opens.
Only last week, President
Reagan found himself frustrated and angry.
He had wanted to give $100
million to the Nicaraguan contras so they could revive their
sagging war with the Sandinistas.

Despite the president's pleas,
Congress turned him down. For
the time being, at least, the
contras hung out in the jungle
and waited to see what the fierce
Patrick Buchanan could think of
next.
So, President Reagan found
that the window had slammed
shut on one of his most cherished
goals - getting the action perking again in Nicaragua.
But that was last week. And in
only a few days, a new window
opened for President Reagan.
Not in Nicaragua, but it was
almost as good. We got to blow
up some Libyans.
Just when our spirits were
sagging - at least the spirits in
the White House-the daffy
Khadafy came through and
opened a new window.
As he had promised to do.
Khadafy took a shot at some of
our planes when they crossed
the border he has imposed in the
Gulf of Sidra, off his coast.

And just as we had promised,
we didn't take Khadafy's guff.
Several of Libya's patrol boats
and an undetermined number of
Libyan sailors are now sleeping
witn the Mediterranean fishes.
We also zapped the land base
that had aimed missiles at our
planes.
We're not at war, of course. As
Larry Speakes cautioned reporters, this was only a confrontation. But based on the early
confrontation casualty lists, we
won hands down.
Not that we could expect anything less than victory. If we
couldn't win a mere confrontation with a little country like
Libya, what kind of world power
would we be? Even Khadafy
must have known that when he
sent dinky patrol boats out to
challenge our huge fleet. But
being something of a nut, Khadafy didn't seem to care.
The best thing about this confrontation is that nobody can
accuse us of starting it. We were

The sad fact that medical doctors are notorious for illegible
penmanship has often been disregarded in light of the humor
it's always drawn.
Well, folks aren't laughing
much any more because there is
mounting evidence that people
may be dying from this medical
malfunction.
Medicine, as in most fields, is
in an ever-increasing state of
complexity and diffusion. Each
year we see the development of
a new form of specialist. There
are new drugs and with them the
coinage of new terms - oftentimes obtuse.
The advancement of medicine
warrants the advancement of
lucid communication, for lives
are at stake when filling out
Firescriptions and writing paient reports for the increasing
number of patients being
treated.
Those who share the high responsibilities of immediate medical action must also propound
specificity and regard it as a
virtue. An illegible note can confound a paramedic in the midst
of a crisis and turn proper diagnosis and treatment into glib
speculation and malpractice.
And worse, unneccesary death.
A recent study in Australia
compared the handwritingof 200
physicians with that of 500 nonphysicians and concluded that
the handwriting of the doctors
was clearly worse than that of
all the other professionals combined. Much the same conclusion was reached in a recent
issue of The American Medical
Journal.
Facts are separating from

myths and turning smiles of
humor into frowns of intent.
If anything is clear in this
nebulous vexation, it's the fact
that these highly-educated peoele never received adequate
aining in writing in grammar
school. It is there, in the early
stages of training one's writing
skills, that habits are easily
formed. It merely follows that, if
sloppy styles of penmanship are
accepted, the child will continue, habitually, in his or her
inadequacy.
Writing, in short, is a form of
expression. It is a by-product of
"thought turned extention," as
Descartes would have said. It is
the basic fundamental foundation of all our achievements.
Without it we'd be nothing less
than a pack of babbling idiots lost in the spontaniety of talk.
Writing lets us formulate our
talk into something that makes
sense. And it starts with the pen
to the paper. From there we
draw conclusions which give us
something that only human beings are capable of: ideas.
But, what use is an idea if the
idea is simply misconstrued?
And if the block to understanding lies in the penmanship of the
thinker, then measures must be
taken to correct the shortcoming, because lives are dependent
upon these ideas.
If there is a remedy here, then
it lies in the popular admonition:
Physician, heal thyself.
They can begin by exercising
the same principles they used to
muster through the arduous program of medical school: practice.
Schmidt is a graduate student
in philosophy from Rochester,
Minn.

But as Larry Speakes said,
our purpose in sending a fleet of
23 ships and 250 aircraft into
Khadafy's little corner of the
world was "not to evoke a response or humiliate Khadafy."
Of course not. We did it because it is our "right of navigation" to be beyond the 12-mile
limit, in international waters.
I'm sure that some chronic
nit-pickers are going to point out
that the majority of the earth's
surface is covered with water.
And it's probably true that we
could have held the military
exercises 160 miles away from
Libya. Or even 450 miles away.
But that isn't the point. There
comes a time when Ronald ReaChas to draw the line. And
week just happened to be
that time. Especially after his
contra frustrations.
We can look at this sudden
confrontation this way: Under
American law. if not international law, it is beyond President
Reagan's authority to blow up
those irritating members of Congress who vote against aid for
Die contras.
But it is fully within his authority to blow up some Libyans
when their daffy leader again
demonstrates to the world that
he's not playing with a full deck.
So I would remind any of the
critics of this triumphant confrontation to keep this thought in
mind.
The Lord wouldn't have made
people like Khadafy if he didn't
want us to shoot at him.
Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.

M.D.s' scribbles
no longer a joke
by David H. Schmidt

just minding our own business,
conducting military exercises in
the Mediterranean, which is our
right.
True, Khadafy had said that if
we came within 150 miles of his
shoreline, he'd shoot. And everybody knows that he's demented
enough to do exactly that.

Teen pregnancy, joblessness linked
by Sen. Paul Simon
This nation has a massive
problem in teenage pregnancy.
Eleven and one-half percent of
the babies bom in the nation
today are to teenagers, often illequipped to handle the responsibilities of motherhood.
"Children having children."
That's the way newspapers and
magazines write about It.
Babies born to teenage mothers are more likely to have
health difficulties than babies
born when the mothers are a few
years older.
And too often having a baby
stops education for the new
mother. Perhaps if education
also stopped for the new father
there would be fewer births. The
bunhn is borne overwhelmingly
by females.
What can be done about it?
There are no simple answers,

... (W)hen people, young and old,have
a chance for a job and see some hope for
the future, the rate of teenage pregnancy
drops dramatically.
but a series of articles on teenage pregnancies in the southern
part of Illinois by the Southern
Ulinoisian struck me because of
its statistics.
I have come to think of teenage pregnancies as a problem
particularly identified with the
black community. And the
Southern Ulinoisian story shows
that in heavily black Alexander
and Pulaski counties there is a
high rate of teenage pregnancy.
But in counties like Pope
County and Hardin County,
where there is virtually no black
population, there is also a high
teenage pregnancy rate.
What do these four counties two with a substantial black
population and two almost all

white - have in common?
High unemployment.
And as I have looked at statistics elsewhere the same phenomenon occurs. Where you
have high unemployment there
is a high rate of teenage pregnancy.
This has not been an in-depth
scientific look at the problem on
my part. And there are obviously other factors at work
here too.
Areas with high unemployment and high teenage pregnancy rates also have a
somewhat lower average educational level.
One leads to the other. It is a
vicious circle, hurting everyone.
Cultural factors undoubtedly
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So if this nation is really concerned about the problem of
teenage pregnancy, then among
other things we ought to work
harder at putting America back
to work.
We have not made a priority of
giving people an opportunity for
a job, and we suffer for it in
many ways. One of those ways is
having too many teenagers illprepared for parenthood, yet
Simon (D-Ul.) is a member of
the U.S. Senate.

by Berke Breathed
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also play a role. Moral and religious restrictions, for example,
are less dominant than they
once were.
But a superficial look at the
statistics suggests that when
people, young and old, have a
chance for a job and see some
hope for the future, the rate of
teenage pregnancy drops dramatically.
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Americans to link hands
to raise money for needy
by Mike Amburgey
staff reporter

On May 25, six million Americans will join hands in a human
chain stretching from New York
to Los Angeles, and the chain
will run through Wood County.
Hands Across America is to
Krovide money for America's
ungry and homeless, said Debbie Rhodenbaugh, Ohio Deputy
Director of Hands Across America.
"USA for Africa was such a
success, that they thought they
(artists involved in USA for Africa) would try and do something for the hungry and
homeless in America,''Rhodenbaugh said.
The idea for Hands Across
America came primarily from

Ken Kragen of Los Angeles,
President of USA for Africa,
Rhodenbaugh said. Kragen began planning last fall for the late
May event.
Co-chairpersons for the event
include Bill Cosby, Lilly Tomlin,
Pete Rose and Kenny Rogers,
she said.
"Many famous persons will be
in the chain, in New York and
Los Angeles, and throughout the
chain,'"she said.
THE HANDS Across America
chain will extend through the
Wood County towns of Perrysburg, Skotchridge, New Rochester and West Mflgrove.
Rhodenbaugh said more than
800,000 people are needed to join
hands more than 549 miles in
Ohio; 104,000 are needed in
Wood and surrounding counties.

People interested in joining
hands in the chain can participate by giving a minimum $10
donation and will receive a certificate for their effort. T-shirts,
pins and visors are available for
higher donations, Rhodenbaugh
Hands Across America is expected to raise $50-100 million
for help to needy Americans.
Rhodenbaugh said 10 percent
of the money will go to emergency relief, 50 percent to existing programs, and 40 percent to
finding long range solutions to
theproblem.
Many American corporations
have already bought a mile in
the chain. She said American
Express bought a mile and plans
to locate its links in either mountain or desert terrain.

Man boogies to cover expenses
by Susan McDonald
staff reporter

For most University students who like to dance,
the ideal place is either Uptown or any of the
Toledo nightclubs on Friday or Saturday night.
But for one student, dancing is not only the
highlight of a weekend, but also a business during
the week.
John Pennell, sophomore graphic design major,
started working as a male dancer in his business,
Black Tie Operations, in August 1985 as a way to
help cover college expenses.
"I'm iust like the other person who doesn't want
to stand in line at Student Services. I just took
what I had, which was myself, and made a job out
of it," he said.
Pennell said he got the idea for the business
from a brief stint as a male dancer for Buttons
Nightclub during the male review on Tuesday
nights. He then, "on a whim," put an advertisement for his business in 77K News for two days.
And the ad brought in many replies, he said.
"There might be a market here. There's always
a market for girls," he said.
Black Tie Operations has found a campus market, as Pennell receives 10 -15 calls a week
inquiring about his 15 minute performance. A $50
dollar donation is charged for each performance.

n
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Pennell said he gets the most satisfaction from
his performance through audience reactions.
"It has to be the big surprise for the girl. It's so
funny when the girl gets embarrassed. I don't
know how many times I have gone back ... and
said 'I could do it for free.' "
Pennell said his family and roommate have also
shown enthusiasm for his business.
"My parents are glad I'm paying my way
through college. My grandmother doesn't even
mind, he said, adding his business was one of the
first things she askea about when she called the
first week of school.
And his roommate anxiously awaited the business calls to begin coming in, he said.
"Not too many people will have a male dancer
for a roommate," Pennell said.
One of the most important priorities is maintaining a respectable image about the business. Pennell said he to keep this image, he named the
business Black Tie Operations to suggest something "classy." In addition, he keeps his classified
advertisements "clean but suggestive," and insists on the title of male "dancer" instead of
"stripper."
"When I first started business, people saw me
just as a male dancer. I am going to try to make it
as classy as possible. I run a very clean business."

PALACE

CHINESE AND AMERICAN RESTAURANT

DELIVERY MENU
EGG ROLLS (I)
95
FRIED WON TON (10)
GOLD FINGER (6)

(2)

SOUPS

small

large

75
60

1.30
1.00

WON TON SOUP
EGG DROP SOUP

Not exactly. It is actually Bibbits and Gribbits, a problem solving and logical thinking skills program for
Bowling Green first through third graders through the BGSU Continuing Education Program. Here,
Jeffery Hyslop receives assistance from freshman education major and program volunteer Hans
Glandorf.

PHOENIX PALACE
183 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, Oh.
Td. (419) 354-2277

372-2343
3rd floor, Union

SPECIAL COMBINATIONS

APPETIZERS

HOT ASOUR SOUP

1.80
2.00
2.00

2.00

CHOP SUEY (Served with boiled rice)
CHOW MEIN (Served with noodles)
pint
quart
BEEF
3.25
5.25
BEEFSUBGUM
3.50
5.50
CHICKEN
3.25
5.10
CHICKEN SUBGUM
3.50
5.35
PORK
3.25
5.15
PORK SUBGUM
3.50
5.25
SHRIMP
3.95
5.75
SHRIMP SUBGUM
3.99
5.95

THE FOLLOWING ORDERS
SERVED WITH BOILED RICE
MOO GOO GAI PAN
BO LO GAI PAN
CHOW GAI KOW
HONG SUE GAI
LEMON CHICKEN
GARLIC CHICKEN
SWEET & SOUR CHICKEN
ALMOND CHICKEN
MONGOLIAN CHICKEN
SWEET 4 SOUR PORK
CHAR-SUE-DING
PORK WITH PEA PODS
CHAR-SUE BOK TOY
SWEET & SOUR WON TON
HONG SUE YOOK (pork)
MONGOLIAN BEEF
BEEF WITH PEA PODS
BEEF WITH OYSTER SAUCE
CHOW STEAK KOW
GARLIC BEEF
SHRIMP WITH LOBSTER SAUCE
SWEET & SOUR SHRIMP
CHOW HAR KOW (shrimp)
PEPPER STEAK
CASHEW CHICKEN
PHOENIX PALACE SPECIAL

5.95
6.25
6.25
6.25
5.95
5.75
5.75
5.75
6.25
5.50
6.25
5.75
6.00
6.00
6.25
6.25
5.95
6.00
6.95
5.95
6.60
6.50
7.00
5.95
6.25
7.95

RESTAURANT HOURS:
MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY 11-9:00
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
11-10:00
SUNDAY
12-8:00

PLEASE CALL
* * * 354-2277 * * *
FREE DELIVERY
4-9 Mon-Sat (local only)
$6. Minimum

NO. 1 SWEET & SOUR PORK,
CHICKEN FRIED RICE
AND EGG ROLL
NO. 2 SWEET & SOUR CHICKEN,
CHICKEN FRIED RICE
AND EGG ROLL
NO. 3 PEPPER STEAK,
CHICKEN FRIED RICE
AND EGG ROLL
NO. 4 ALMOND CHICKEN,
CHICKEN FRIED RICE
AND EGG ROLL
NO. 5 CHICKEN SUBGUM
CHOW MEIN
AND EGG ROLL

5.50
5.50
5.50
5.50
5.50

CANTONESE CHOW MEIN
PORK
CHICKEN
BEEF
SHRIMP

5.65
6.50
6.75
7.00

FRIED RICE
ROAST PORK
CHICKEN
BEEF
VEGETABLES
SHRIMP
CANTONESE (pork,
chicken, and shrimp)

BG News Jim Sakola

Computer Genius?

pint
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.75

quart
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
5.25

3.75

5.25

LO MEIN (pan fried noodles)
CHICKEN WITH MUSHROOMS
BEEF WITH MUSHROOMS
PORK WITH PEA PODS
SHRIMP WITH MUSHROOMS

UPCOMING UAO EVENTS
Do you think your roommate is the best on campus? Then show him or her by entering the UAO
Roommate of the Year Contest. Entries are being accepted now and the deadline for entries
is 5 p.m. April 8. Essays are to be typed, double spaced, and can be no longer than 350
words. The winner will receive a $15 gift certificate from Sundance and a framed certificate
trom UAO. All entries should be turned in to the UAO Office, 3rd floor, Union.
A Conference on the New Right in America: Thought and Policy will be held on April 3 and
4. April 3 at 8 p.m. in 210 Math-Science, Dr. Noam Chomsky, MIT, will speak on "United
States International & Security Policy: The New Right in Perspective". April 4 at 10 a.m. in the
Alumni Room, Union, Joseph Gerson will present a lecture, tapes and slides on "The Deadly
Connection: Nuclear War and U.S. Intervention Abroad". At 11:15 a.m., Dr. Ronald Takaki will
speak on " 'White Popular Wisdom': Neo-Conservative Scholarship in America, 1975-1984".
A panel discussion on "The New Right in America" will be held at 1 30. Drs. Chomsky, Gerson
and Takaki will also be available for discussion at 3:30 p.m.
UAO is now selling tickets for La Cage Aux Folles, April 10 at the Masonic Auditorium. Tickets
are $26 with transportation to the show and $24 without transportation. Showtime is 8:00
p.m. A bus will leave the Union Oval at 6:45 p.m. the night of the show. Tickets may be
purchased in the UAO Office, 3rd floor, Union.
SPYRO QYRA Is coming to Bowling Green! UAO and the College of Musical Arts Jazz Week
present Spyro Gyra for two shows, April 12 at 7:00 and 9:30 p.m. at Kobacker Hall in the
Moore Musical Arts Center. Tickets are now on sale at the Kobacker box office. Student
tickets are $7, $9, A $12 with a valid ID. Qeneral Admission tickets are $9, $11, ft $14.
Doors open at 6:30 and 9:00 for the respective shows. Aspen invites you to redeem your
Spyro Gyra ticket for a 10% discount on your total Aspen tab the night of the show.

5.00
5.25
5.00
5.95

Take the plunge! Go White Water Rafting April 18, 19, ft 20 or 25, 26, ft 27 in West Virginia
on New River. The cost is $55 per person and includes transportation, the raft trip, lodging and
Saturday lunch. Sign up begins March 31 in the UAO Office. 3rd floor, Union. A $15 nonrefundable deposit is required when you sign up.

EGG FOO YOUNG (served with boiled
rice)
CHICKEN
3.50
ROAST PORK
3.50
BEEF
3.75
HAM
3.75
VEGETABLES
3.75
SHRIMP
4.50
LOBSTER
7.00

UAO has a new sound system available for parties. The cost is $60 for the first 3 hours and
$15 for each additional hour. Call UAO (372-2343) for more information.

Coupons Good For Carry-Out Only
Coupons Not Good for In-House Orders

$1.00
OFF

tmwt
S6.M Of men
MJ

COUPON

"T"

$1.00
OFF

i

■■> ortftr of
S6.M or aore

I iiy order of
I $4.00 or mon
i
i

.1.

COUPON

$1.00
OFF

I

COUPON

ft CAMPUS FILMS <&
THURSDAY
April 3

3 STOOGES
htsuvAL
8 pm
Gish Theater
FREE!

|

FRI/SAT/MIDNIGHT
April 4, 5

MONDAY
April 7

r>f!-WffjT
flic \m«w*r

THEFALCON&
THE SNOWMAN

8 pm, 10 pm, Midnight
210 MSC
$1.50 w/BGSU ID

7 pm, 9:30 pm
121 West Hall
$1.50 w7 BGSU ID
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Overseas education often beneficial
by Amy Reyes
reporter

American education and the
opportunity to experience a different culture is what attracted
several foreign students to the
University.
Many students go abroad to
experience a culture change,
said Sutha Shanmuganathan,
sophomore computer science
major from Sri Lanka.
"I wanted to learn the American culture, and I think it's a lot
easier to do that when you're in
the country," she said.
Fouad Habboub, freshman
computer science major from
Lebanon, said foreign students
also come to America because of
the educational opportunities
found here.
Mushalwah Ridzwan, a senior
from Singapore majoring in
broadcast journalism, said for
more career-oriented foreign
students, the opportunity to
practice their desired profession
within a wider dimension of
freedom attracts students.
"I came to America because I
knew they had a good program
here in journalism and I wanted
to experience the American
freedom of the press," Ridzwan
said.
WHEN THESE students first
arrived in Bowling Green they
encountered unexpected problems. Even the simple task of
ordering dinner frightened Mohammed Abdullhi, senior indus-

trial education major from
Nigeria.
"When I went into a restaurant I really did not know what
to order on the menu. I had to
call the waiter and ask him to
order anything he thought was
good for me," ne said.
Ridzwan said the education
system in other countries is
more relaxed than in America
because of the amount of pressure placed upon students here.
IN FOREIGN school systems,
more emphasis is placed upon
the student's final exam in a
class instead of the student's
overall performance and the
comprehensive exam, Ridzwan
said.
"Back home if you've been
failing in the class, it doesn't
count, what really counts is the
final exam," she said.
Foreign students encountered
another shock when first arriving on campus for orientation.
Shanmuganathan said she was
expecting 16,000 students on
campus and after arriving, she
was surprised to be met by only
a few other foreign students.
"The first time I arrived on
campus during Christmas break
was quite a shock because you
were told there were 16,000 students here and to arrive in the
middle of winter and no one's
here, it's shocking. And it's another shock when you see all
these people and cars coming in
after break," she said.
One of the problems students

often find when they visit another country is bow uninformed
the people are of different countries.
RIDZWAN SAID students are
more involved with activities
concerning their own community and do not have much knowlegde of worlds outside their
own.
But she said Americans are
unconcerned about events outside of their own country because most of these events do
not concern them directly.
"I think it's because America
is so big. They should make an
extra effort to know what's
going on outside of this country.
They have such a great impact
on everyone else, therefore they
must make it their responsibility to know what goes on in other
countries," she said.
Ridzwan said American students often do not realize how
fortunate they are.
"Americans are very fortunate but, unfortunately, a lot of
them take things for granted,"
she said.
But she said international students use their experience in
America as a learning opportunity.
"I learned a lot being an international student. It's a tremendous opportunity we have got to
meet people here from other
countries and especially for me
because I hope to be a journalist," she said.

In
Appalachia
Come for one week to serve the
needs of the poor in Appalachia.
Single, Catholic men are invited to be
involved in home construction, visiting
the elderly, and sharing one's gifts with
mentally, emotionally and physically
handicapped. There will also be opportunities to learn about the culture, people,
and music of the Appalachian area.
The week-long sessions available are:
May 17-23
June 7- 13
July 12-18
July 26-August 1
August 24 - 30
For more information about the Summer Volunteer Program, please
send this coupon to Brother JackHenn. Glenmary Home Missioners
PO Box 465618. Cincinnati. OH 45246-5618
_ Age
Address .
City

.Zip

. College.

Telephone I

April Fool's Day Specials

Students study in Europe
"You just see history everywhere, everywhere you look there's a different castle or a
different wealthy aristocratic person," she
said.
Traveling in Europe was relativly inexpensive, as they traveled by boat or train throughout Europe, using a Eurail Pass which allowed
them to travel nonstop, she said. The group also
stayed in Youth Hostels with prices varying
from $2 to $5 a night.
Although the students had some knowledge of
European culture before embarking on their
trip, they found Europeans to be ill-informed on
America.
"They would ask us if we were from New
York or California and never even heard of
Ohio," Rosendal said.
But Tully said the Europeans were interested
in tearing more about America.
"The people are curious but they're so reserved they re not going to come up to you right
away. When they get used to you they'll come
up, then they will fire the questions," she said.

by Amy Reyes
reporter

Not every college student gets the opportunity to travel abroad for one academic year.
But last year, about 30 Bowling Green students
experienced European culture first hand.
Through the Academic Year Abroad program in France, the students got the chance to
study in Paris for one month in the Sorbonne, a
Paris University, and the rest of the academic
year was spent in an international school in
Tours, France.
For Michelle Rosendaul, senior French major, Linda Tully, senior French major, and
Susan Wilson, senior liberal arts major, the
experience was educational as well as enjoyable. They spent the 198M6 academic year in
Europe.
Tully said she went to Europe because the
opportunity was available.
"Since most of us are French majors, it was a
good experience to really learn the language,"
she said.
Wilson said the students did not suffer culture
shock when they arrived in Europe because it
was mostly what they anticipated.
"It's kind of what you expected, but it's even
more. Because you get there, and it just blows
your mind how many hundreds of years old
things are. How many generations and centuries old the houses are... people live in houses
that are 200 years old," she said.

TULLEY ALSO said the young people in
Europe are generally more solemn and mature
than In America, but in some ways Americans
are more mature.
Wilson said European teens are more family
oriented and more politically aware than
Americans.
For example, Tully said, in Rome young
adults conducted a communist march against
America chanting "down with America and
Reagan."
"Despite this they respect Reagan, but they
also like to poke fun at nun," she said.

ROSENDAUL SAID she was also in awe of
the historical aspects of Europe.

Look for the. . .

"DRESS FOR SUCCESS/
CAREERS"
Special Edition
Tabloid
Wednesday, April 9
in

f?

r

THE BG NEWS
• Most desirable jobs and
geographic locations
• What to expect in the job market
• College life vs. career life
• On the job fashions

I
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Advertising Deadline: Thurs., April 3, 4 p.m.

(but we're not fooling)

LvJvJK. what you can buy for
99* — n.99 — $2.99 — $3.99 — $4.99
Limited Quantities
all sales final — no exchanges

99{

'1.99

'2.99

Earrings - Bracelets Mittens - Purse covers
Hair items - Belts
Orion Dickies

Terry Slippers,
Kneesocks. Billfolds,
Pantyhose - Winter
Hats - Scarves

Sweater Tights; Bras
Leg Warmers - Pantyhose
Danskin tights,
Fashion scarves

Values to*."

Values to '10."

Values to "14."

♦3.99
Corduroy Bags
r* 10.--I1."
Large Challis Squares
reJ.14."-16."
Rain Hats
reg.7.--9-

VISA
Mastercard

Special Racks
deduct another

50% off
already 1/2 price or less

$

4.99

Danskin Qoseouts
Leotards, Skating
dresses - skirts
Sm. Gymnastic leotards

sweaters, skirts, pants,dresses

' Values to "26."

(opcn till 9:00 p.ra. Tues. Evenings)
<Hl n J n M

FREE Parking

Uhe powder f^uff

Look for signs

525 JdiJp

WINTHROP TERRACE
I
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY

Hurry — Don't Miss Out!!
Apartments Going Fast!!
3 Locations
* Palmer Avenue
* South Summit St.
* Napoleon Road
*
*
*
*
*
*

One and two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished
Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash removal all included
On Site management
Full time Maintainance
Swimming Pools
Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, and Banks

Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.

352-9135

9-5 weekdays, evenings by appointment
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Hit-skip remains unsolved
An unsolved hit-skip accident
which seriously injured two
Wood County men in January
has been selected as the Wood
County Crime Stoppers' Crime
of the Month.
Wood County Sheriff's deputies are looking for information
on an unidentified vehicle which
struck two Honda all-terrain vehicles on Sand Ridge Road east
of Custar Road Jan. 29 at 11 p.m.
THE DRIVER left the scene
westbound on Sand Ridge.
The two riders of the threewheeled vehicles, Tim Davis, 20,

cRimcs
STOPPER!
and Herman Roe, 20, both of the
Weston area, were hospitialized
at St. Vincent Medical Center.
Davis was discharged Feb. 17
and Roe on March 6.
While the police have had a
few contacts about possible suspects,the director ot Crime Stoppers, Bowling Green Police Lt.
William Fox, said the leads
don't appear promising.

Officer

Fox said sheriff's deputies are
looking for someone who might
have overheard a conversation
concerning the accident.
Crime Stoppers pay cash rewards between $50 and $1,000 for
information leading to the arrest
and indictment of suspects for
any crime in Wood County. Callers remain anonymous through
individual identification numbers.
The hit-skip accident may be
worth a couple of hundred dollars depending on the quality of
the information received.
Anyone with information can
call Crime Stoppers at 352-0077.

While most University students were spending the final
days before break taking tests
and getting ready to go home,
members of the University Symphonic Band were completing a
three-day Ohio tour.
Between March 17 and 19, the
band gave concerts at high
schools in Van Wert, Sidney,
Pickerington, Gahanna, Westland and Oakwood. They stayed
overnight with families of band
members from two of the
schools on Monday and Tuesday
night.
Mark Kelly, director of University bands, said the symphonic band tours once every

year. The tours usually go
through Ohio because this is the
state where most of the University's competition and potential
students are, he said.
THE TOUR is a recruitment
and advertisement campaign
for the University, as well as a
good experience for the music
students to prepare music and
perform at different locations.
Kelly said he chose the performance sites from a 10-county
area.
"I drew a line from BG to
Dayton on a map and then sent
letters about the tour to every
high school in the counties that
fell on either side of the line," he
said.
From all of the performance
invitations he received in re-

Application For

HOLLIS A. MOORE MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP
Deadline: Monday, April 7, 1986
The Hollis A. Moore Memorial Scholarship was established to recognize students who
contribute to Bowling Green State University through participation and leadership in
University Community activities. The award will be In the amount of $500.
The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior, maintain a 3.0 G.P.A.. demonstrate
active participation In University organizations and be available for a personal interview
with the selection committee.
The application along with any supporting materials must be submitted to the Office
of the Vice President for University Relations. Mileti Alumni Center by 4:30 D.m..
Monday, April 7. 1986.
The recipient will be notified prior to any public announcement, on or about April 16.
1986.
Applications are available in the Office of the Vice President for University Relations,
Mileti Alumni Center.

rise, he chose to perform at
schools with the Dest music
programs or those with directors he knew, Kelly said.
The tour was paid for by the
hosting high schools and the
band alumni fund, he said.
Susan Bidlack, sophomore
music education major, said
traveling with the band often
creates a team spirit.
"The best part of tour was
getting to know everyone in the
band better. Tours really pull
the band closer," she said.
Junior music performance
major Becky Coleman said the
tour was also educational.
By touring, music educations
majors learn what to expect
from a tour and will be able to
organize them, she said.

avir

Election
Information

The world
is waiting.
Bean
exchange
student.

April

1

7:00 p.m.

Union

rally

Come meet the USG candidates

April

8

8:30 p.m.

Gish Theatre

forum

Ask the candidates questions on
their platforms and issues

wsmm
April
International Youth
Exchange, a Presidential
Initiative for peace, sends
teenagers like you to live
abroad with host families.
Go to new schools. Make
new friends.

DORSEY'S DRUG
500 E. WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN,OHIO

To help the policemen shape
up the University police force
will soon begin a physical fitness
Erogram, which James said he
elieves is a good idea.
James said lie plans to go back
to school, possibly taking University classes in criminal justice.
"I believe in education. Education is something that will
never hurt you, and no one can
take it away from you once you
have it," he said. " The best
education you get is when you
get out there and start working."

p$$$M$$^MM^^$ffi%$i &&&*■ fryout /faatf- WM$$$$8M&$?MW&W$$$k

Symphonic band spreads
music from BG to Dayton
by Jill Monoc
reporter

"I'd like to help the students,
staff and administration any
way I can," be said.
In addition to being a police
officer, being a scoutmaster in
Bradner also allows James to
help young people.
James said he also likes all
kinds of sports, but said he is not
in the best of shape. Being physically fit is important for his job,
he said.
"There are some days when
you do nothing but sit in your
cruiser, and other days you may
have to run from building to
building," he said.

D Continued from page 1.
ence in various age groups toward police. Younger children,
around age 10 and below, tend to
respect police officers because
of the uniform, he said.
"After (age 10), they don't
disrespect you, but they don't
care one way or another what
you think either," he said. "Senior citizens had a problem with
my age until I proved I could
help them."
Helping people is what James
likes most about being a policeman.

9

voting

9-5 Union, 5:30-9 Library

April 10

voting

9-5 Union
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Federal judge blocks
recent abortion law
CLEVELAND (AP)-A
federal judge yesterday
agreed to temporarily block
enforcement of a week-old
state law that required physicians to notify the parents or
guardians of unmarried minors before performing abortions.
US. District Judge Ann
Aldrich issued her ruling after a 90-minute meeting with
lawyers for the state and the
American Civil Liberties
Union of Ohio, which challenged the law.
The order is good for 10
days, and a memorandum
explaining the ruling is to be
filed today. Judge Aldrich
scheduled a full-scale hearing
for April 21 on the constitutionality of the law and asked
lawyers to file legal briefs in
the interim supporting their
arguments.
The law requires 24 hours'
notification of parents or
guardians of unmarried minors by physicians performing abortions. In cases where
young women fear physical
or mental retribution, the notification requirement can be
waived by a juvenile court.
Plaintiffs in the lawsuit, in
addition to the ACI.U, are the
Akron Center for Reproduc-

of«*»s%
$5 HAIRCUT
30% off PERMS

with this AD
ASK FOR PEGGY
Expires 4/7/86

W

tive Health and 17-year-old
"Rachel Roe," an unmarried
girl expecting her second
child.
"THIS IS by no means a
decision on the full merits of
the case," said Mark Levy,
acting director of the Ohio
ACLU. "We are certainly
pleased, but it's still clear
that we have a ways to go on
it."
Assistant state attorney
general David Kovach said:
"It shouldn't have been issued, but it was, and we will
comply with it."
Linda Sogg, who appeared
before Judge Aldrich representing the ACLU and the
Akron Center for Reproductive Health, said: "My reaction is that I am pleased that
the law has been stayed and
that Judge Aldrich is going to
devote considerable time to
evaluating the constitutionality of it. I'm hopeful that after
that evaluation, she will determine that on its face,
House Bill 319 is unconstitutional."
Supporters of the law contend that it protects parents'
rights to be aware of an important medical procedure.

James Cagney dies at age 86

Blacks defy ban, attend memorial

NEW YORK (AP) - James Cagney, who rose from one of New
York City's toughest neighborhoods to become one of Hollywood's
most famous toughguys during his 50-year acting career, was "the
classic American success story," President Reagan said following
his friend's death.
Cagney, who won an Oscar for his 1942 portrayal of song-anddance man George M. Cohan in "Yankee Doodle Dandy,' died
Sunday at age 86. He suffered from diabetes and had been in
declining health.
Dr. David Kurish of Sharon, Conn., who was summoned to
Cagney's farm about 80 miles north of New York City at 7:30 a.m.
Sunday, said the actor died of cardiac arrest. Kurish said the actor's
medical problems included cardio-vascular and kidney disease and
circulatory problems in both legs.
Cagney had been awakened and mumbled something, "then
winked and smiled" seconds before he died, said Marge
Zimmermann, his longtime friend and manager.
Cagney's wife, Frances, 85, known as "Bill" or "Willie," was told
of the death about 45 minutes later, said Zimmermann's husband,
Don.

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) - About 20,000 blacks defied a ban yesterday to attend a memorial for a Communist Party
leader who died in exile, and an activist announced resumption of a
regional boycott of white businesses.
The memorial for Moses Mabhida, a black nationalist who died
March 8 in Mozambique, was held at a soccer stadium in Zwide, a
black township outside the Indian Ocean city of Port Elizabeth.
Security forces took up positions near the stadium, but a reporter
said they did not interfere despite a government ban on outdoor
C'herings. Anti-apartheid violence often has followed such mass
eraLs or memorials.
Mkhulesi Jack, a prominent anti-apartheid activist, announced
during the four-hour service that a black consumer boycott of whiteowned businesses in Port Elizabeth would resume April 7.
A boycott last year severely affected white businesses. It was
suspended after four months.
Jack said the principal reason for renewing it was the recent
killings of blacks by police, including 11 deaths last Wednesday
during a disturbance in the township of Kwazakele near Port
Elizabeth.

Chemical blamed for explosion

California shaken by earthquake

HEBRON, Ohio (AP) - Damage was estimated at more than
$5,000 yesterday after a container of benzovl peroxide exploded
inside a storage building at the Structurlite Plastics Corp., leveling
the storage building andforcing the evacuation of about 60 residents
near the plant.
One firefighter was treated at a local hospital for muscle strain he
suffered while fighting the resulting blaze.
Donald Myers, fire chief in this Licking County community, said
the explosion occurred about 1 a.m. at the 8-foot-by-l 2-foot storage
building and that residents nearby were evacuated as a precaution.
People were permitted to return to their homes about 90 minutes
later.
Structurlite plant manager Rob Griffith said the container of
benzoyl peroxide ruptured. He said the normally dry chemical
becomes unstable when it becomes moist, and gave off fumes and
exploded.

FREMONT, Calif. (AP) - Skyscrapers swayed, bottles crashed
from store shelves and people and parakeets were shaken from their
slumbers yesterday as a strong earthquake, the third temblor in as
many days, hit Northern California.
Damage was not serious, and only a few minor injuries were
reported.
Strength of the temblor, which hit at 3:56 a.m., was estimated at
5.3 on the Richter scale by the University of California Seismographic Station at Berkeley, which set the epicenter about 15 miles
southeast of Fremont, about 50 miles southeast of San Francisco.
The state Office of Emergency Services, which estimated the
Richter reading at 5.6, said at least eight aftershocks ranging from
3.6 to 3.8 were recorded from the quake.
"My birds started screaming just before it happened," said
Valerie Wirth. 21, of Hayward. "My little parakeet started it and the
parrots joined in. They can sense it happening."
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&REDKEN i
products available
140 E. WOOSTER
352-0800
OPEN
MONDAY-SATURDAY W»5:30
THURSDAY'S TILL 8:00 pm

r

WEEKDAY SPECIAL
Rny medium 13" One Item Pizza For
plus one free 16 oz.
btl. of Pepsi with this
coupon. A $6.50 value.
I Extra Items
Ask tor when ordering.
|75 each

SC.25

5

Chicago Style extra

ESI FREE DELIVERY

i
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Good mon-Thurs ONLY
Open 4 P.m.

One Coupon Per Order
We give you more
ExpIrM 4/30/S6

352-5166

Voted Be$t Pizza In B.C.
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How do you get valuable

SALES

experience while in college?
By applying for an
advertising sales
position with

THE BG NEWS

INTERNATIONAL
STARS ON ICE
featuring

SCOTT HAMILTON
and other Outstanding
Professional Skaters
Friday and Saturday
May 9th & 10th — 7:30 pm

AM Seats Reserved @ $8.00
Proceeds to Benefit American Cancer Society

Ticket Information
Bowling Green State University
Ice Arena Ticket Office - (419) 372-2264
Tickets Available By Mail: Mail orders will be accepted
beginning April 1. Detach bottom portion of this flyer
and return as indicated.
Tickets Available In Person: Ice Arena Ticket Office will
be open, based on ticket availability, beginning
Monday, April 21, with the following hours: 11:30 am to
1:30 pm and 4:30 pm to 6:30 pm Monday through Friday
and 9:00 am to Noon on Saturday.

1986 International Stars On Ice
Ticket Application - All Seats Reserved
Tickets at $8.00 (or Friday, May 9

$

Tickets at $8.00 lor Saturday, May 10

$

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED

$

Please Make Check or Money Order Payable To: "International Stars on Ice"
Include A Sell-Addressed, Stamped Envelope and Mail To:
International Stars On Ice, Bowling Green State University Ice Arena,
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403.
Name

For the 1986-87
academic year
Applications & job descriptions
available at 214 West Hall
• All majors considered
• Must have car
Deadline: Friday, April 11,1986

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Apartments Available for
Summer and Fall
321 [. Merry (near the Towers)
2 BR—Furnished
720 Second St.
1 BR—Furnished
707 & 711 Third St.
1 BR—Unfurnished
Furnished
715 & 719 Third St.
1 BR—Furnished
723 A 727 Third St.
1 BR—Furnished
Unfurnished
831 Seventh St.
2 BR—Furnished
840-850 Sixth St.
2 BR—Furnished
2 Baths
Forest Apts.—S. College and Napoleon
2 BR—Furnished
449 S. Enterprise
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished
45S S. Enterprise
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished

Address _
State

City
Zip Code.

Phone

Ticket Orders will be lilted in order ol receipt and with the best seats available
• • • Tickets will not be mailed without a sell-addressed, stamped envelope ' ■ ■

John Newlove Real Estate
For more details, call
354-2260 or 352-6553
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Cardinals are national champs
DALLAS (AP) - Freshman Pervis
Ellison scored 25 points, including four
in the last 41 seconds Monday night, as
No. 7 Louisville beat top-ranked Duke
72-69 to win its second NCAA basketball championship in six years.
Louisville, although hounded by
Duke's pesky guards Johnny Dawkins
and Tommy Amaker, grabbed the lead
for good at 66-65 on Billy Thompson's
jump shot with 2:47 remaining.
Ellison, who had 11 rebounds,
grabbed Jeff Hall's missed shot and
put it in with 41 seconds left for a 68-65
advantage. Then he snared a rebound

after a missed shot by Duke's David
Henderson and was fouled. He made
two foul shots with 27 seconds remain-

Duke's Jay Bilas cut it to 70-67 with
18 seconds left, breaking a seven-minute drought without a basket. After
Thompson missed a one-and-one free
throw opportunity, freshman Danny
Ferry's basket made it 70-69.
But Milt Wagner canned two free
throws with two seconds left to clinch
Louisville's 17th straight victory of the
season and end the Blue Devils' 21game win streak. The Cardinals fin-

ished 32-7 this season and dropped
Duke to 37-3.
The loss spoiled the winningest season in NCAA history. Duke's 37 wins
surpassed by one the previous record
of the 1948 Kentucky team, which won
the NCAA title.
Led by All-America guard Dawkins'
15 points and the ballhawking of both
Dawkins and Amaker, the Atlantic
Coast Conference champions built a 3734 halftime lead.
Louisville went ahead 42-41 on Herbert Crook's tap-in, which gave the
Cardinals the lead for
or the first time

since they were up 4-0. Dawkins then
hit three straight jump shots, including
a three-pointer, for a 48-42 lead. Mark
Alarie made two free throws to match
Duke's biggest lead of the second half,
54-48.

Wagner and Thompson each picked
up their fourth personal fouls during
that period, and the Cardinals' chances
seemed dim.
But the 6-foot-9 Ellison paced the
Louisville comeback with the help of
Wagner, a 6-5 senior who had only two
points in the
tne first half.
naif.

Wagner's three-point play cut Louisville's deficit to 61-60 with 5:33 remaining. Henderson then hit two free throws
as Ellison picked up his fourth personal, but Ellison came back and hit
from inside to cut the deficit back to
one.
Wagner put Louisville ahead when
he shook loose for a layup with 3:22
left. Duke regained the lead when
Dawkins made a pair of foul shots but
Thompson then pulled the Cardinals
away for good.
with:24 points.
Dawkins paced Duke with

Tumblers to regionals
Kosmerl, Staley named all-conference again
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BG News /Peter Fellman
Bowling Green sophomore Cindi Williams fields a groundball in practice yesterday while senior Kathy Fisher
watches. The Falcons travel to Wayne State today for a non-conference action

Softballers gear for MAC
Bowling Green Softball team's Florida spring
trip served as a learning experience, according to
coach Gail Davenport, but the Falcons' educational process won't end there.
Davenport said each non-conference game will
gear BG for Mid-American Conference action.
Class continues today at Wayne State for the
Falcons.
BG was 7-7 in the Sunshine State and is 10-9
overall, but Davenport said the experience was
still good.
"We played .500 but didn't do as good as we
expected, Davenport said. "We didn't hit was
well as we are capable of, but we played kids in
different positions and played everybody.
"We played good defense and got decent pitching. Overall, it was a good experience," she said,
"we played doubleheaders to get us ready for the
season.
After playing at Wayne State on consecutive
days, the Falcons travel to Cedar Falls, Iowa,
over the weekend for the Northern Iowa University Softball Tournament. Contests against the
University of Michigan and Michigan State follow
the tourney.
"WE ARE gearing our non-conference games to
prepare us for the MAC," the third-year coach
saia. "We have some real tough games before
conference play starts.
"We're going to experiment in the non-conference games and do some different things."

BG's MAC schedule will begin Apr. 11, when
they host Ball State.
On the spring trip, freshman Vicki Miwa gave
the Falcons some solid pitching. In just over 50
innings, Miwa was 5-3 with four shutouts. She
struck out 53 batters.
"I was happy with our pitching," Davenport
said. "Our young pitchers pitched well."
E Sophomore Amy Lienhardt provided some
uncn at the plate for BG. She has banged out 17
its in 53 at-bats for a .321 average.
Junior Lynn Baerwaldt sophomore Cindi Williams also swung hot bats for the Falcons.
"We really didn't have anyone pitch or hit real
well," Davenport said."We just got some solid
performances and a strong team output."
The mainstays of the squad are expected to be
seniors Kathy Fisher, Pam Vogel, Sandy Krebs
and Tammy Wiatr.
Fisher was an All-MAC selection last season and
is expectee to be the Falcons' catcher. Krebs, a
shortstop, was BG's clean-up hitter last year, and
is expected to anchor the offense.
Vogel will be the Falcons' starting second
basemen while Waitr is a spark in the outfield.
Sophomore Edith Campbell returns after setting a BG record with 11 wins on the mound last
season.
"I think the individual performances will come
eventually," Davenport said. "We showed some
signs of that in our final spring trip games."

by Jeff McSherry
sports reporter

Going into the Mid-American
Conference gymnastics
championship, no one expected
too much from Bowling Green.
With a 3-10 record and ranked
next to last in the conference in
team scoring coming into the
March 22 meet, BG surprised
everyone. They tallied a seasonhigh team score of 178.45 to
finish third at the MAC.
The Falcons were edged out of
second place by Kent State
(179.25), but the host school,
Western Michigan, proved to be
too much for everyone. The
Broncos' winning score of 180.65
shattered the old conference record of 175.8 set last year by BG.
Trailing the Falcons in the
team standings were Eastern
Michigan (176.95), Northern Illinois (175.65), Ball State (175.15),
and Central Michigan (174.35).
BG coach Charles Simpson
said the general consensus that
his squad wouldn't do well created an atmosphere that greatly
aided his team.
"We went into the meet very
relaxed because we didn't have
anything to prove," he said.
"There was very little pressure
on us."
Team-captain Shelley Staley
agreed with Simpson.
"We thought anybody could
win the meet because quite af ew
teams were hurt by injuries,"
Staley said. "We just wanted to
do our best and see what hap -

Kosmerl

Staley

pened."
What occurred was the Falcons raised their team score
seasonal average to 174.08 which
made them the sixth and final
Sualifier for this weekend's
CAA Northeast Regional at
Perm State.
BG will undoubtedly be the
underdog going into the regional
meet, but if the Falcon tumblers
can repeat some of their MAC
erformances there may be a
* more surprises.
BG was led by Staley, its captain and lone senior. In a fitting
close to her MAC career, she
scored a 36.1 in the all-around
competition to place fourth.
Staley's score, which was a
team-high for the year, earned
her a spot on the 1986 All-MAC
team for the second straight
year. She also scored a 9.15 to tie
for sixth on the vault and a 9.3 on
the floor exercise which gave
her a tie for second with teammate Tiffany Kosmerl.
"I was thinking of it as my last
meet because I didn't know if
we'd qualify for regionals," Staley said. "I put a lot of pressure

on myself and it meant a lot to
me to do well."
Kosmerl, who also repeated as
a member of this year s all-conference squad, took second on
the balance beam with a 9.3.
Kosmerl's outing, who has been
hampered by nagging injuries
all year, was especially sweet
for her.
"I'm really happy with my
performance," she said. "The
whole week in practice I finally
felt like I was totally healthy and
could go full-go."
EMU's Sharon McNie, who
edged out Kosmerl on the beam
with a 9.35, really went full-go in
setting two new MAC records both of which were her own.
In tying for first on the vault
(9.4) with KSU's Chris Malis she
beat her 9.35 mark established
last year. McNie also broke her
old MAC mark of 36.6 in the allaround with an amazing 37.15.
Other individual winners were
WMU's Linda Moran on the
vault and KSU's Alicia Kovalick
on the uneven bars. Both scored
a 9.35.
Other outstanding Falcon performances were turned in by
Ellen DiCola who finished sixth
on the uneven bars with a 9.05.
Lisa Shulman place ninth in th
floor exercise with 9.1.
While the odds are against BG
to move on after this weekend's
regional meet, the lady gymnasts aren't paniced. They can
look at what happened when
they went into the MAC meet
relaxed and feeling no pressure.

Competition strong on spring trip
While many Bowling Green
students tanned their flesh in
Florida, Ken Ospelt and Joe
Mueller spent time tanning the
rawhide.
Ospelt and Mueller led the
baseball team's offensive attack
last week during its games in the
Sunshine State.
Ospelt hit at a torrid .433 clip
to help the Falcons gain a 5-5
record. The Euclid native also
belted two home runs.
Mueller posted a strong campaign by hitting for a .394 average. Mueller, a rightfielder,

plated 11 teammates to pace BG
in the RBI catagory.
Though the Falcons have perrenially had trouble scoring
runs, they showed signs of
breaking that drought this year.
BG spanked Barry University
13-8 and paddled New York Tech
9-5.
Sure, those schools may be the
whipping boys of the college
baseball world, but the Falcons
played well against the big boys.
BG lost two games to last
year's NCAA champions, University of Miami 7-3, 12-8. De-

spite the setbacks, the Falcons
outhit the Hurricanes in both
contests. As a team the Falcons
have compiled a .288 average.
Besides Ospelt and Mueller,
Greg Lashuk and Mike Hayes
enjoyed solid outings.
Lashuk hit .348, while Hayes
batted .333 and swatted two
homers.
On the mound, freshman Todd
Noffke owns a 2-0 mark and a
1.64 ERA. Junior Chuck Steward
is 1-1 with a stingy 1.42.
BG opens its home season
today against the University of
Michigan at 1:00.

Ex-Falcon is not
blue in St Louis
by Karl Smith
assistant managing editor

DETROIT Mich.-When
Gino Cavalhni left Bowling
Green for the National
Hockey League, he knew
there would be a difference in
the level of play.
But perhaps the biggest
change Cavallini discovered
is a new lifestyle.
"There's a big difference,
because here (in the NHL)
we're getting paid," the St.
Louis wing said. "We eat,
breathe and live hockey."
After helping the Falcons to
a national championship in
1984, Cavallini signed with
Calgary as a free agent May
16. He played just 27 games
last year, netting six goals,
and dishing out 10 assists.
But after the same number
of games this year, the
Flames dealt Cavallini to the
Blues as part of a six-player
deal. Calgary sent Cavallini,
Eddie Beers and Charlie
Bourgois for Ric Wilson,
Jowy Muller and Terry Johnson. Beers and Muller were
considered the keys to the
trade.
Although he has struggled
in 28 games (6-5-11), St. Louis
General Manager Ron
CARON SAID he has expects
big things from the ex-Fal-

con.

"Cavallini was the biggest
steal in the trade," Caron
said. "Frankly, I wouldn't
have made the trade if we
didn't get Gino."St. Louis head coach Jacques Demeres said he
couldn't agree more.
"Cavellini will help us a
lot," he said. "When we made
the trade, everyone said it
was a one-way deal, but when
we get all our players back,
we're going to be very
tough."
In two years at BG, Cavallini piled up 33 goals and 39
assists for 72 points. During
the championship year, he
ended the year 25-23-48.
Some players skip college
and go to the minors. Others
simply use college as a showcase to gain a pro contract.
Cavallini said his college experience was a necessity.
"It all started at Bowling
Green," he said. "It's a credit
to the great coaches there
that I'mhere.
"There's even more coaching here, you have to be willing to sacrifice."
Winning the NCAA tournament was his greatest college
thrill, but there is another
goal he hopes to reach.
"NOW I want to help this
D See Cavallini, page 9.

Gino Cavallini

Photo/Karl Smith
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MSU deserves NCAA title Spartans capture
BBBBBB
by Karl Smith
assistant managing editor

Lost amid the hoopla and
media overdose of basketball's
Final Four, Michigan State won
the NCAA hockey championship
over the weekend, a fact which
will probably make most
Bowling Green hockey fans
wretch.
But I imagine that Spartan
fans weren't exactly thrilled
when the Falcons brought home
the national title.
Just as BG earned its right to
bask in the limelight, the
Spartans deserve their time on
the top of the collegiate hockey
world.
Forget they beat Harvard 6-5
with the Crimson coming off a
game the night before while the
Spartans had a day of rest.
Forget that the Hobey Baker
Award winner (hockey's
Heisman) was sidelined with an
injury for Harvard.
Yes, forget all that. The

. . . MSU winning the title is good for
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association. Which, in a roundabout way,
is good for BG. The CCHA has brought
home the national title two of the last
three years; not bad for what is
considered a "bus league" by some.

Spartans are officially the
number one team in the nation.
And no matter how much some
people may not like it, no one
can ever take that away.
THEY WON the game
convincingly. Harvard
dominated the early play, but
once the Spartans got close that
all changed.
MSU became a different team
when the momentum shifted. A
friend I watched the game with
noted, "Look at them, they can
smell the win now."
He was right.
Even though the score was
close until MSU scored an empty
net goal late in the third period,
the game was well in hand.
Harvard seemed to sense it,
playing the final period without
the spark they had in the early
going. The fans could feel the
swing in momentum as those in
green and white silenced their
eastern counterparts.
And those emotions held true,
because MSU held the scoring
advantage when the final buzzer
sounded.
The Spartans had plenty of
talent. They had two great
goaltenders in Bob Essensa and

Norm Foster. They had the
great scorer in Mike Donnelly.
And they had the rookie phenom
in Joe Murphy.
Those names ring a sour note
for Falcon fans, but, actually.
MSU winning the title is good tor
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association. Which, in a
roundabout way, is good for BG.
The CCHA has brought home the
national title two of the last
three years; not bad for what is
considered a "bus league" by
some.
Like any team which wins the
national title, the Spartans will
undoubtedly be leveled by
players going pro, as BG
endured after their
championship season. The

SEMESTER IN SPAIN

Hurry, it lakes a lot of time to make all arrangements
SPRING SEMESTER - Jan 30 ■ May 29
FALL SEMESTER - Aug 29 • Dec 19
each year
FULLY ACCREDITED — A Program of Trinity
Christian College
For full information — send coupon to:

II you would Hk« \nlotmm\lar\ on tutum profrwna fvt
oermanetf add'CM below

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2065 Laraway Lake Drive S E F-9
Grand Rapids. Michigan 49506
(A Program ol Trinity Chrittian Collage)
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THAT MAY be the only thing
that Falcon fans can smile
about, the prospect of pounding
MSU next year.
Even that can't erase what
MSU has accomplished. Its fans,
cocky in the first place, will
have even more reason to stick
out its chests. No matter bow
many games MSU loses next
year, they can always sit back,
smile and point to the trophy
that proves they were the
number-one team in the nation
for 1986.

PROVIDENCE, R.I.
(AP) - Michigan State defeated Harvard 6-5 Saturday
night in the finals of the
NCAA hockey championship
with only 2:51 left in the
game.
Mike Donnelly's blast from
the top of the left circle gave
the Spartans their first
hockey championship since
1966.
Donnelly's goal capped a
strong third period comeback
for the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association's regular
season champions, who had
trailed for much of the game.
The Spartans did not take
the lead until early in the
third period when they scored
twice within 69 seconds to go
ahead, 5-4. They prevented
the Crimsons from getting out
from their end for the first
three miniutes of the period.
With his team trailing 4-3.
Brad Hamilton beat Harvard
goalie Grant Blair from the
left face off dot. Brian Mc-

Reynolds put Michigan State
ahead when he slid a 20-f ooter
into the far comer past Blair.
However, when Harvard
got its chance, they used its
speed effectively. Andy Janfaza converted a pass in front
at 6:37 with a snot over the
shoulders of Spartans' goalie
Bob Essensa to tie the game
5-5.
^^
Harvard used its quickness
and solid defensive coverage
to take a 2-4 lead midway
though the first period. But
Michigan State never eased
up and managed to get on the
scoreboard with 2:05 left in
the period.
Spartan center Bill Shibicky, rifled a shot along the
ice from a bad angle when
Blair was screened. Harvard's Bourbeau scored twice
in the second period while
Jeff Parker and Donnelly
scored for Michigan State,
cutting Harvard's lead to one
a 4-3 lead.
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Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between" students, and advanced.
Put some excitement into your college career"
Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
four hours a day, four days a week, four
BEGINNER Qfl ADVANCED- Cost i s about trw
months Earni«hr$ oleredit(equivalentto4
same as a ssmsstsr m a US college $3 670
semesters taught in US colleges over a two
Price includes jet round trip to Seville from
year time span) Your Spanish studies will be
New York room, board, and tuition comenhanced by opportunities not available in a
plete Government grants and loans may be
US classroom Standardized teita show our
applied towards our programs
students' language skills superior to students
completing two year programs in US
Advanced courses also
ZC»tQt 1°" ■"•«<J

Falcons lost Dan Kane and Gino
Cavallini, among other top
Elayers. Many key Spartans will
e absent from next year's
roster, which is good news for
BGfans.

national tourney

Monday, March 31
2:00-4:00 p.m.
International Lounge
411 South Hall
Thursday, April 3
8:00 p.m.
Amani
Friday, April 4
7:00 p.m.
Amani
Saturday, April 5
5:00 p.m.
Amani

Coffee hours, Slide Show
Film Show on Africa
African Artifacts
Panel Discussion
'The Role of Women in the
Struggle Against Apartheid"
African Dinner Donation — $3.00)
Keynote Speaker
Theme: "Majority Rule —There
Can Be No Compromise."
)

aa&6a00000ii4MOi0d$+$aaadt060m

GRADUATES
CALL
1-800-457-4065
FOR $400 AND
PRE-APPROVED
CREDIT ON A
NEW FORD
It's Easy To Qualify
For $400 from Ford
Motor Company

■ You must receive at
least a bachelor's degree
or a state RN license
between October 1, 1985
and September 30, 1986.

For Pre-approved
Credit from Ford
Credit

■ You must have verifiable employment that
begins within 120 days
of your qualifying vehicle purchase at a salary
sufficient to cover ordinary living expenses and
your vehicle payment.
■ Your credit record, if
you have one, must indicate payment made as
agreed.

■ And don't forget...you
must receive at least a
bachelor's degree or a
state RN license between
October 1, 1985 and Sep.
tember 30, 1986.

These Vehicles Are
Included In The Plan
Ford: Escort, Escort EXP,
Tempo, Mustang,
Thunderbird
Mercury: Lynx, Topaz,
Capri, Cougar
Ford Truck: Aerostar,
Bronco II, Ranger,
F-150&F-250
ivtcc

You are eligible for $400
even if you don't finance
your purchase. Use it
toward your down payment or get a check from
Ford after the purchase
or lease.
The amount of your preapproved credit is determined by the qualified
vehicle you buy.
If a vehicle is not in
dealer stock, it must
be ordered by June 1,
1986. Delivery of all
vehicles must be taken
by August 31, 1986.
For complete details on
how to get your $400
plus pre-approved credit,
call the toll-free number
today.

1-800457-4065
*%s^@

INTERNATIONAL
DINNER
April 12th

7:00 p.m.

Tickets $5 on sale in the Center
for International Programs,
16 Williams Hall
from March 31 — April 11

No Tickets Available at Door
Sponsored by
WSA & International Programs

Meadowview Courts
Apartments
Mousing Openings for 1986-87 School Year
Furnished efficiency
$225.00
Landlord pays gas heat 1
shared electric

Unfurnished efficiency
$200.00
Landlord pays gas heat
shared electric

On* bdrm. furnished
$270.00
All utilities paid

One bdrm. unfurnished
$250.00
All utilities paid

Two bedroom furnished
$270.00
plus gas & electric

Two bdrm. unfurnished
$265.00
plus gas 8 electric

All residents have the prlviledge of using The
Cherqrwood Health Spa located at 6* and High St.

352-1195

214 Napoleon Rd.
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Bell rebounding
from poor year
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - Statistics
say 1965 was the worst season of
Buddy Bell's career. But Bell
says statistics are only part of
the story.
The highly regarded third
baseman started 1985 in a bad
slump, was traded from the
Texas Rangers to his hometown
team, the Cincinnati Reds, then
went into an even deeper slump.
A lifetime .282 hitter, he
wound up with a .219 batting
average in a Reds' uniform,
easily the lowest of his career.
Yet Bell looks back on 1985 as
a good and bad year - a year he
can build on.
"So many good things happened to me last year," he said.
'Everybody looks at my statistics, and I do, too.
"But it was important that I
got traded to Cincinnati. I had a
decent year - not as good as I
would have liked. I had a good
last month of the year - to finish
up on that note helped me regain
some of the confidence I had lost
along the way.

He brought a .236 batting average to the Reds, the team his
father played outfield for in 195361.
THINGS QUICKLY got worse.
Bell started with a .150 average
for the Reds, getting untracked
only in the season's last three
weeks. He hit .296 at the end to
raise his average to .219 overall.
The improvement in average
reflected his growing comfort
with the new league and new
team.
"I adjusted in September," he
said. "I finally felt I fit in a little
bit. It was such a chaotic year."
Player-manager Pete Rose
was patient, saying Bell needed
time to learn about the National
League pitchers he'd never
faced. Bell makes no excuses.

"So the good outweighed the
bad. I'm not happy, but I've got
to look at the year as a whole. I
helped this team win; that's
important to me."
: Bell already was in an unexplainably deep slump with the
•Texas Rangers when he was
traded to the Reds July 19 for
Duane Walker and Jeff Russell.

"I just wasn't playing very
well,'' he said. "It took me a
while to come out of it. I just got
in some bad habits.
"Things came in streaks. I'd
have one good game, two bad
ones, four good games, two bad
ones. I'd been consistent
throughout my career; I'm not a
streaky player."
Bell, who attended Moeller
High School, broke into the
American League with the
Cleveland Indians in 1972 as an
outfielder. He moved to third
base andmade the first of his
five All-Star game appearances.

Purchase any 12" or 16"
Superb cheese pizza only..

$A99

4

Additional Items $1°°
Bowling Green 352-1539

Do-1'*

Cavallini
D Continued from page 7.
team win a Stanley Cup," he
said. "We live and die hockey
and our goal is to win every
game we play. Winning the
Cup is in the long run, it takes
a lot
from any organization."
loUroruariv

"The initial experience of
I playing against (Wayne)
KTZI I Gretzky and (Mike) Bossy is
f\3m incredible. But once the puck
PK drops, they're just another
^ #^B player."
- Gino Cavallini
In a way, Cavallini Has
reached some long-range
goals. He played college
hockey and won a national
championship.
Ana it's not everyone who
gets to play against their
idols.
"It feels great to be here, I
watched a lot of these guvs
when I was a kid," he said.
"The initial experience of
playing against (Wayne)
Gretzky and (Mike) Bossy is
incredible. But once the puck
drops, they're Just another

Performed by
Collegiate Chorale, A Cappella Choir & the BG Philharmonia
Dr. Terry Eder, conducting
FREE!
[ i n 11 11 i: t

All Lost & Found Articles
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FOB FREE DELIVERY

'What Good Pizza Eatin's
All About!"
- f——COUPON
» ——IWI'UN —^
——COUPON——!
■■■■!
EVERY TUES, WED.
j 2 - Small Chef Salads |
THURS & SUN
4-10 p.m.
1 - Garlic Bread &
All-You-Can-Eat Buffet |
2 - Pepsi
All-You-Can-Drlnk Pop I

'5.so

$Q 99
OMIT

We

wrttty of foUovtr Pino on oof biifltf. Call! ■
■
oUad for our buH.l m«nu.

♦
♦
♦

Reg. $6 60

I

VWtCoupon

836 S. MAIN ST.
BOWLING GREEN

♦
!
♦
The BGSU Board of Student Publications if
is now accepting applications for
if
♦
EDITORS
♦
;
♦
of
if
;♦
The BG News Summer 1986
♦
if
The BG News Fall Semester 1986
if
1987 Yearbook
The KEY
:♦
1986-87 academic year If
Gavel
1986-87 academic year ♦
Obsidian

I
I Miscellany
♦

The 33-year-old Connors, the
world's fourth-ranked men's
player, will not be able to play in
a sanctioned tournament until
June 9.
"He has paid his fine and said
he would begin his suspension,"
John He wig, director of communications tor the Pro Council,
said.
Connors was assessed the fine
and suspension by the MIPTC
after refusing to continue play
during his semifinal match

He was fined $5,000 at the time
by Ken Farrar, the chief MIPTC
supervisor, and it was taken
from his earnings of $28,150. The
additional $20,000 fine and 10week suspension were levied
following an investigation of the
incident by M. Marshall Happer
HI, aclministrator of the MIPTC.
Connors lost a match Saturday to eventual champion Boris
Becker in the Volvo-Chicago
Tennis tournament.

Take a day off from smoking

"*"-

■

Election
Rally

Tonight at the Union
at 7:00 p.m.
Come and meet the
USG candidates

Now, choose the eye color
that's just right for you.
Ask us about NaturalTinf "soft
contact lenses by Bausch&Lomb.
When you wont to change your natural ey. color, liv.n up

AHvoyi — 2 varieties of liohon Pino ond 1 ■ j

Mon.,Tues., Weds., Fri., 10-5:30
Thur.1M:30 Sat 10-5:00

against Ivan Lendl of Czechoslovakia in the Lipton International
Players Championships at Boca
Raton, Fla., Feb. 21. The dispute
began over a line call on a ball
Connors thought was out.

Including bikes must be claimed at
Campus Safety and Security by April
11th. Must have positive I.D. and
Serial Number, or they will be up
for auction on April 11th at the
Charities Board Bike Auction

-m only- "5L. o
sirne,

Kt ivi*!

NEW YORK (AP) - Veteran
Jimmy Connors paid a S20,000
fine and began a 10-week suspension yesterday, the Men's
International Professional Tennis Council said.

£2m££!^l£i

Featured works
"Chichester Psalms" by Bernstein & "Heilignesse" by Hayden

«d

DlA **&***
iai
ers *+Z!#* *eC

player."
wav things were going (in
Calgary), we were expecting
some kind of move. The initial shock wore off in two
minutes.
"But there are a lot people
who I'll miss in Calgary."
People in Calgary aren't
the only ones Cavellini
misses.
"I really miss all the guys
at Mark's (Pizza)," he said.
"When you get back, tell
them I said hello."
Sure thing Gino.

Connors pays fine,
begins suspension

CHORAL/ORCHESTRA CONCERT
Sunday, Ap.il 6 at 3:00 p.m., Kobacker Hall

BUV

\
for i"v'e its sp«"-\
c a
beo-iW'. pick ou' the
love of''

Cavallini said the trade
came as a shock, but it was a
welcome surprise.
"Career-wise, it was a
great move; in St. Louis, I've
got a chance to break the
lineup and its improved my
confidence," he said. "The

1986-87 academic year
Thru Friday, April 4, 5 p.m.
Applications available at 214 West Hall

Ifif
if
♦
♦

your eyes with NaturalTint joft contact lenses. Available
in crystal blue aqua, jade and sable, they'll help you look
your best while improving your vision. Of course, the only
way to find out how good you'll look is to try on a poir
of NaturalTint lenses for yourself. Call us today for an
appointment.

•Contact SpecialsB S L Natural Tint Contacts
75,00
B & L Extended Wear Contacts
"59,00
Permo Flex Extended-Wear Contacts
'89.00
Daily Wear Soft Lenses
'34.00
Professional Fees & Sterilization Extra
Eyes Examined by Dr. S. Shiff, O.D.

E»p 4 M66 j

Burlington Optical Inc.
1616 E. Wooiter, Stodium Plaia, Bowling Green 352 2533
1955 S. Reynoldi M.. Toledo M2-2020
3163 Sytvanl. Av.., Toledo 472-1113

WELCOME BACK
BG!

SSAT-PSAT
SAT ACT GMAT
Compliments of
ACHIEVEMENTS
GRE LSAT MAT
GRE BIO TOEFL
GREPSYCHPCAT
OATMCATWAT
OCAT-NMB1-2-3
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
NPB MSKP NDB
3550 Secor Road Suite 201
FMGEMS CGFNS
Toledo, Ohio 43606
CPA NCLEX-RN
(419) 536-3701
SPEEDREADING NCB-1
ESL REVIEW-FLEX 1-2-3 No.1
INTRO TO LAWSCH00L REPARATION

Jton&y-Rl

I
,

Classifieds
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE

BG News/April 1,1986 10
JllPto
French Bread Plus--Onty $1 75
Phone 352-6475

LOST & FOUND
LOST 24" gold chain and medum-aUed gold
cross Lost In front of Rodger* Quad on
weekend of Feb 7-9 Incredible sentimental
value! REWARD. CaH 352-4319

GET WOLD
GET WOLD
GET W O L 0

JT.'I Ftaa
10" Cheese Ptta-Crrry SI 75
Phone 352-5475
J r s PlHa
14" Cheese PUia-Only $2.75
Phone 352-5476

SERVICES OFFERED
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
AFRICAN WEEK '86
Ttmrs. Apt 3. 8pm. Amen Film Show on
Afrtee-Atrtean AnH.cn
Frt . Apr.. 4, 7pm, Amani Panel Discussion:
"The BcJ. o( Women In In* Struggle Agelnst
Sat . Apr 5. 5pm. Aman. African Dlnnar
(DaMMon-tlOO) Kaynola Speaker Them.
'Malortr, Rule-There Can Be No Comtjmner-Aprt 12 Sponaorad by
World Sludant Aaaociation and Canlar for Inter
naeVjiaM Programs Ticket* (S5I available at No
101 "

LSAT MCAT-GMAT-GRE
NTE-CPA REVIEWNCLEXRN
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
NO 1 IN TEST PREPARATION
(419)536-3701 TOLEDO

Papers typed on Word processor by Engeah
teacher SI 00 per page

354-2288

NoMeenaNo
See wttat we mean'
April, 1986
MAC WEST GETS WOLD

PREGNANT' CONCERNS' Free pregnancy
lest Obfectrve Ho Cal now 354 MOPE
14673) Hrs M. Th 12 noon-8pm T.W 10
am-2pm. Sal 12 noon 2pm
RENT A RECORD DOLLAR A DAY
GREEN TAMBOURINE 157 CLOUGH
TUES--SAT 1-10 352-7676

Recycfcng Canlar
eeeka oummuiity service groups to work 2nd
and 4m Sal 9-2 May thru August PAY $75 per
group per Sat CaH Jayceaa Kan Rraman eves
352-4419 lor more information il your group is
mterested
Sport Management
terested m enroling
fntramurato lor Fal.
day. March 14 lo
Center

JT.ePUn
16" Cheaee Piiia- Only $3 75
Phone 352-6475

Do you have a hole m your waff? Worried about
gethng your deposit back? I can fix A match at a
very low coal Cal soon lor an estimete Cal
Brian at
354-7133

SPEND A SEMESTER IN ENOLANO PLUS
EARN IS HOURS BGSU CREDIT! FOR
MORE
INFORMATION: EVERY WED. EVENING AT
7:16 IN 411 SOUTH HALL OR CALL
KELLY AT 24462 OR
BETH AT 2-4567

Abortion
Free Pregnancy Teal
Morning After Treatment
Center lor Choice
151 N Michigan
Toledo. Ohio
1419)255-7769

and Recreation majors inlor pracftcums in University
1986 Must apply by Frime IM Office. 108 Rec

Spon Management and Recreation majors m
terested m enroling lor prachcums m University
Intramurata lor Summer 1986 must apply by Friday. Apr! 4 lo the IM Office. 108 Rec Center

WELCOME BACK TO SPRING IN BG
GREEN TAMBOURINE RECORD SALE
TUES-SAT 1-10. 167 CLOUGH 352-7676
•"Delta Tau Delta-"
raffle tickets on sale In BA
Monday thru Friday
"'Aloha XI Delta'''

PERSONALS

"O.S.E.A. MEMBERS"
PICTURES BEING TAKEN AT
UNIVERSITY HALL 7 00 APRIL 2ND

"•Dana Tau Dene"'
"Win a compact disk player"
"Win a compact disk player"
"Win a compact disk player"
A XI D DTD A XI D DTD A XI D DTD
"•Aaph* XI Delta'"

ANNOUNCING THE 1986-87
WHO'S SEEN HERB CLUB
NEVER SEEN A HERB WE DIDN'T LIKE
-CKM

ATTENTION PERFORMING ARTS COMMITTEE MEMBERSI SEE YOU TOWTE AT MYLES
AT 9:00.
FREE PIZZA!

Attitude Adjustment Night
Wei drinks - 50 cents
PHchers-Pitchers-Pitchers
Music Dance Videos
Join the Tues night crowd at
MAIN ST

STUDENT PERSONNEL ASSN.
Wed January 29 1988 7 30
303 Eppter North
New Members Welcome
Topic The Job Search

Come and meet the candidates
who are running for you
Undergraduate Student Government
Election rally tonight
■ l 7:00 p.m. In the Union
USD USD USQII

352-3703

Freedom lor S Africa, ores by
Themba Pmga. African Nail Congress
A program to commemorate the April 4
assassination ol Or M L King
(Natl Divestment Protest Day 1986)
2 30 pm. Fn Apr 4. Ohio Suite Union
Sponsored by Brack Student Union and
African Peoples Association

ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS:
Happy Hours Saturday. April 5 from 4 to 7 pm
al Uptown Free to members and $2 00 to non
members Come and show off your tan!

"'Alpha XI Delta""Show off your Ian"
"Show off your tan"
"Show off your Ian"
'"Delta Tau Dana"*

IM COED 3 PITCH SOFTBALL ENTRIES DUE
WEDNESDAY APRIL 2 BY 4:00 PM AT 108
REC CENTER

•"Alpha XI Detia'"
"Happy Hours April 4, 4-». Uptown"
"Happy Hours April 4, 4-9. Uptown"
"Happy Hours April 4. 4-9, Uptown"
•"Dana Tau Dotta"'

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED:
SUMMER RA'S NEEDED PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN 425 STUDENT SERVICES AP
PLICATIONS DUE APRIL 4

Springfest '86 Committee
needs

INTERESTED IN TRAVELING AND EXPERIENCING A NEW CULTURE?? STUDY IN
ENGLAND!! FOR MORE INFO.: EVERY
WEDNESDAY EVENING AT 7:10 IN 411
SOUTH HALL OR CALL BETH AT 2-4567 OR
KELLY AT 2-0452.

* Admission Ticket Sales
* Beer Ticket Sales
* Beer Sales

Mandatory Meeting
All Students Welcome
.Classified Information.
Mail-In Form

RATES: pef ad are 60' per line, $1.80 minimum.
50' extra per ad lor bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

CHILD CARE WORK Chad care providers being
sought by me Wood County Dept of Human
Services Must be at least 18 yra. OH Cat
352-7588

YOU CAN BPENO NEXT FALL IN ENQLANDM
FIND OUT MORE: 411 SOUTH HALL EVERY
WED. EVENING- AT 7:JO OR CALL BETH AT
2-45*7 OR KELLY AT 2-TJ452

CHILD CARE-BOSTON AREA We have many
famfaea rooking lor loving chad care workers
One year committment exoeient salary,
benefits, round trip transportation Alone Flrjch.
Chedcare Placement Service. 140 Buckmrnaier
Rd . Brookane. MA 02148 617-588-6204

M COED AND MENS SINGLES TENNIS ENTRIES THE DUE THURS APRIL 3 BY 4 00 PM
AT 106 REC CENTER

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 $59 230-yr
Now Hiring Cal 1 -805-887-8000 Ext R 9849
to current ledersj W.

IM MENS SWIMMING ENTRIES DUE TUESDAY
APRH. 1 BY 4 00 PM AT 108 REC CENTER

Reeponarble. pleasant senior or grad student
(Female) to live with cheerful alert orderly
woman Fal t Winter. 1988-87 Room, part
board, smal stipend in exchange lor minimal
duties Cal 352-7943 between 5-7 p m

WANT TO TRY "PUB-GRUB" OR ENGLISH
LAGER" FIND OUT ABOUT IT"
EVERY WED. EVENING IN 4t1 SOUTH
HALL AT
7:10 OR CALL KELLY AT 2-6452 OR
BETH AT 2-4517

SEE NEW yORKi Energetic Mothers Helper
with good sense of humor wanted tor New York
City area 19 yeare- Must drive, non smoker
Start In May-June for 1 year Opportunity to
travel with lamrry Experience and reference*
neceaaary Wrtle Marsha Vert. 11 Geroen
Rrdge. Chappaqua. NY 10514

UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS CONGRATULATES BGSU S 3-MAN BASKETBALL
TEAM, THE SNOW OWLS. FOR WINNING THE
SCHICK SUPER HOOPS STATE AND
REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS1
BRET BEASLEY
JIM HEUBNER
KEITH BRYSON
CHRIS SPENCER

AutonoUe KRC-312 Caaaeffe receiver wfOi
auto-reverse tapedeefc. raducerj from $305 to
$175 Cal 352 8388 anytime
FOR SALE AiSar Electric Typevnlfer Enceeenl
condBon. axe new. $175.
Cal 372-3B34
la ■ True You Can Buy Jeepe for $44
tnrougn the U S govemmerrl? Gel the
tacts today1 Cal 1 -312-742-1142
Ext 1794

FOR RENT
2 bedroom rurnisned apartments
548 Sinn St $450-mo para alec
352-S457 between 12 4pm

Efficiency Now Renting tor Fal
t or 2 semester leeee luey fumfshed
al utaces paid ndurjng color TV.
wfrJicabra $2S5mon*i Phone
354-3182 or 352-1520 Evenings

2 bedroom apartments on Scott Harnaton
Summer-Fal rentals. Summer Rates!
352-5822
2 bedroom furnished apartments
Summer Lessee Only

3527454
SUMMER

EMPLOYMENT ON KELLEYS
ISLAND
Restaurant kitchen help and wartreaa Ice
Cream Grit Shop Assistant Manager Al cos.Hone require some experience Housing
■rotates Send resume to Cindy Terry. 1800
Newman 10, Lakewood. OH 44107
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
lifeguards A pool managers
Cleveland area 1216)7410451

WANTED
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Highly reeponarble individual needed lor live m
chedcare Many poethons aval for summer or
YEAR LONG employment Salary, room A
board, travel expenses S CT t NYC area Cal
coeoct tor Info (203) 327-9033 or write Nanny
Care, tnc 93 Holmes Aye . Penan. CT 06820

t non vnokrio mete roommate needed lor lurtv
mer 86 to snare 2 bedroom apt Cal Mark
372-1471 cheap rent)

3 fun loving, responsible women in search at
lemete roommates One lor Fall '86 & Spring
'87 One for Spring 87 only NON SMOKING
Cal Mary Ann anytime
at 372-5131

SUMMER JOBS
Over 300 children's Camps in the Northeast
review your one application Openings lor men
and women unit heeds, al aquatic areas, al
sports, overnight camping computers, arts A
crafts, music, dance, drama. A other openings
COLLEGE CREDIT AVAILABLE Please send
ratter giving background and experience or
SASE to
AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIATION 43 Weal 23rd Street. NY, NY 10010

Female, non smoking roomate to share one
bedroom Apt Fal I Spmg 86-87 Pool. AC ,
Oehw Ctoee to campus, reasonable price
Looking lor someone fun'
Cal Stacl. 354-1623.

Wanted 4-5 females Openings aval Earnings
$5-10 hr If Interested cal Pat. 352-6406
Dtwn 8am-1pm. eves 7-9pm.

WANT 3 NEW FRIENDS?
3 Female Education majors need 1 fun. nonarnolung. moatty-serious student type female to
"J 4-person apt for 86-87 Cal Me. Ma tor Info 353-7805

HEM'S YOUR CHANCE
To gain valuable safes experience whea si col
rage at one of the highest paying robs on
campus
The BO News
• accepting applications tor advertising sales
rerjresentatfvea lor the 1986-87 academic
year. Al majors considered Must have car Appssattona and tab descriptions eviaatlll at 214
West Hal
Deadline Fn . Apr! 11. 4 p.m.

Urgent Female studying in Spain seeks apt
Fal-Soring '86 Please write Jackie JacksonMatquez 36. 3A-Madrid 28009-Span In tetter enclose phone no & desciiption ol apt

HELP WANTED

Sprlngfesl so Help Wanted
Admission rrckal Sales. Beer Ticket Safes.
Beer Servers Apphcatjons through Student
Employment Office. 460 Student Services.
through Apr! n
Al Students Welcome Mandatory Meeting

•

• 2 BEDROOM-FURN I UNFURN ■
•PftJVATE SLEEPING ROOMSMajor Utilrtiea I Cat* TV Furn
One half Block Ofl Cemous
CALL TOM
Mon.-Frl 7 AM-Noon 362-4873
Evening 1 wkend 352-1800
USINOSCU MODEL LEASE

3 bedroom fumfshed House: 838 3rd SI.
Avaaable May 6 for Summer and Fal. Netural
gaaheet Can accornodete up to 4 students No
pets Cal 352-4773 after 5
4 bdrm dupfen lor femeles only avaaable lor
summer and 1988-87 school year.
Cal 354 2865
Adjacent campus
1 bedroom apartment
$200 month plus ull 1 deposit Available May
Veers lease 362-7505 En 280 ■ 6 p.m..
352 3408 eves
Catty Rentals
2 bdrm apt tor 3-4 students
Apt for 1 or 2 students
1 bdrm house. 12 mo. lease starting In May
Phone 352-7365

Thurstm Manor Apartments
Futy Carpeted, Air Conditioned
Cable TV. Fumfshed Efficiency a
Laundry FadHes AppeCaoone tor
Summer and Fal at 451 Thurstm Ave
Across from Offenheuer Towers
352-5436

CARTY RENTALS
Apta.-Houeee-Rooms
Summer Rentara-3 mo. leases
Phone 352-7385
CHEAP RENT-now leasing for summer or fal
semester A house across the street from campus Cal Tom at 352-6000
Houses I Apia for 88-87 school year
Smrm-Bogga Rentals Office 632 Manvde. rear
362-9457 between 12-4.
Large newty decorated 2 BR apartment
Garage, washer-dryer bookings Avaaable Apr!
15th $350- month 1 utaties
614W Wooetsr, 354-1753

FOR SALE
1S71 FordLTD. 63.000actual, good410cub
engaw. body not so good Cal 352-7337
evenings

Party Room
Cal 352-9378

1982 Yamaha 650 Special $1300 Brack,
chrome package, extra clean Cal 353-1025
before 5 p m during the week,
anytime on the weekends

SUMMER RENTALS
1 I 2 bt turn apt*, on 3rd St FREE AIR CONDITIONING, water, sewer, etc Reduced rates
VERY REASONABLE
FALL-SPRr«3 88-87
2 br. unas at 800 3rd SI » 824 8th St Owner
pays tor AC on 3rd St and lor water, sewer A
heat both locations Limited Openings
Cal 362-5153 days. 352-4988 eves

s&^iruciut A&ztf

SUMMER 1 bedroom apartment done to campus 1-287-3341
Two bedroom furnished spts tor Fal.
352-2863

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trode Michel JafTc

PREPAYMENT is required for all non-university related business and individuals.
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible lor error due to illegibility or incomplete information Please
come to 214 West Mall immediately if there is an error in your ad. The BG News will not be
responsible lor typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive Insertions.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
.Phone#,

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #
(For billing purposes only)

Please print your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

Classification In which you Uriah your id to appear:
_
_
_
_

Wanted

Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent

■Campua/Clty Event ada are published tree of charge lor on* day for a non-prom event or irteetJng only.

Total number of days to appear.

Camp Counselor -Program ImctsW Poeiltone
» eaaCIs al summer camp lor phyacaly OieaDl
ed youth and adults June I trhough August 15
Phone 812-336-0227

Siwe this ad for 2 Fre» Pepsi with
oat order.
INotfjjMdr^Myollrnoffnl
Q

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.
(The BG News is not responsible lor postal service delays)

Dates of Insertion .

WOMEN M COMIfWrarCATIONS, INC. CONORATULATES THE IIIS-17 EXECUTIVE
BOARD:
PRE80ENT: PATRICIA LUPtCA
V.P. SiMXUUMMaNG: JENNIFER FINLAY
PUMJC RELATIONS: VALERIE LONERO
SECRETARY: WENOY DAVEV
TrsIAJUflEft BECKY HOLTZSCHER

Look for the pizza man on
campus with his bright orange
jacket and tag him for a valuable
coupon for your next Pizza
Brother's visit.
P.S. His name is not Herb!

Applications available:
Student Employment, 460 Student
Services, through April 11.

CampuB 4) CKy Evente*
Loat t Found
Rtdaa
Services Offered
Personala

120 Couneekx > matructor PoeaWne Avaaable.
Private Coed Summer Camp in Pocono Me..
Pa Contact Ceyuga PO Box 234BG,
Keneworth, N J 07033
{201)278-0108

CATCH THE PIZZA BROTHER

for April 26, 1986

The BG News

STUOENT ORGANIZATIONS MAILBOXES are
now located In me Office of Student ActMtiee 1
Orientation Bring your man addressed to
: groups, or a quantity of 160 for mesa
■. to 406 Student ServKea lor dratrfou
■on.

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West HaH BGSU
Bowing Green. Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2801

ACROSS
1 Private
teacher?
5 Changes tor the
better'
10 Pan ola flower
14 City on the
Adriatic
15 Actreaa Eve
16 Malaysian
canoe
17 Curvet
l8Chasosers'
20 Extents ol
influence
22 Peter, eg
23 Sooner, to
Keats
24 Ran. at madras
25 Em-op-an prince
27 Detefl stopover
30 Uons dens
35 Those who leave
no**'
37 A young swan
30 Twerp
39 0*eate
41 Being
42 Doctrine ol centralized
government'
44 Open car
46 Ruhr city
47 — Carlo
46 Native Ol Suffix
49 Uncles, in
Scotland
51 Aleutian island'
53 Deceive
57 Pnnttng error
61 DouW
63 Twining plant
64 Scrutinize
65 — with the
times'
66 Real estate
items
67 Roosevelt s
mother
66 Twangy
69 Slaughter of
baseball
DOWN
1 Sousaphones'
2 Canvas sheet,
for short
3 Arranges mus*c
for the
pMharmontc'

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
I9
21
24
25
26
28
29
31
32
33
34
36
37

Step part
Relay, for one
Time periods
Edsei and
Henry?
Gold and sever
Wading b*rrj
Outpourings'
Mare's gan
— Grey tea
Erato, e.g.
0evout
Classic cars
Small restaurants
Wash lightly
Oil seeds of
the BiNe
up and —'
Gluts?
Matures
Educational
organization'
Mount a diamond again
Cubic meter
Singer Adams
FCJIOWS bureau
or pluto

40 A long, long
time
43 Express
derision
45 Beloved
47 C<ty m W Saudi
Arabia
50 Of the early
morning
52 Household
need
53 Long for
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54 Quechuan
55 isolated roc*
56 Entertainer
Home
57 Best or Feroer
58 Scottish dance
59 Bibiicai preposition
60 Military dming
room
62 Ballerinas'
coatumes'
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save
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